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Three Approaches to Help Your Wine Business: 

1. Help Customers Learn, Explore, Shop and Enjoy MORE Wine.  We know customers are interested in 

enjoying more and better tasting wine. Below are some ideas for using Silvadore Wine Preserver to do 

just that. 

2. Help Customers Embrace the Joy of Wine Gifting. Giving wine as a gift is fun and can be a joy. 

However, it’s often intimidating. Does the giftee like reds/whites? California wines or Italian wines? 

Giving a little extra something like Silvadore provides a universal experience and something new for 

giftees to learn and enjoy. 

3. Focus on Educating Versus Selling. Quality education is a great sales tool. People value trusted 

knowledge and information. It enhances your customers feelings that you and your business is 

trustworthy and valued. That leads to repeat sales and referrals and is a powerful way to build your 

business and value. 

Learn, Explore, and Enjoy Wine - Special Occasions Enabled by Silvadore Wine Preserver 

• In Home Wine Tasting: Open and explore a series of wines side by side by yourself or with friends. 

Taste 3 Cabs, or 3 different vintages - the combinations are endless! By having Silvadore, you can open 

as many bottles as often as you like. Simply preserve open bottles to enjoy another day. 

• Holiday entertaining: Not all whites taste the same, not all reds taste the same. Why not be the 

host/hostess that opens and offers a fun variety of whites and reds (or rosé) for a great holiday 

experience.  At the end of the evening, simply preserve the open bottles to enjoy another day. 

• Special Bottles: You probably have a special bottle of wine that you want to enjoy but are hesitant to 

cork. Could be a special vintage, special gift bottle, or even a large format. Why not enjoy it when you 

want? Pour a single glass, without worry about waste, preserve the bottle, AND enjoy that special 

bottle again several times. 

Everyday Occasion Value use of Silvadore Wine Preserver 

• In a household, one of you drinks reds and the other drinks whites (or beer or liquor or nonalcoholic).   

• You can always drink the remainder of any bottle. But what if you don’t want to? Preserve and enjoy 

anytime later. 

• Finished a bottle but would like to pour another glass? Open the 2nd or 3rd bottle and enjoy as much as 

you’d like. Preserve the rest for later. 

• Limited by Doctors orders or diet to only a single glass? Pour a glass and preserve the rest. 

• Alternative uses. Silvadore Wine Preserver is an anti-oxidizer and works well with specialty cooking oils. 

Silvadore has customers that use Silvadore for their high-end whiskeys (i.e. single malts). The flavor 

profiles can change. These customers use Silvadore to protect the original flavor profile. 


